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Looking at your astrological birth chart can feel overwhelming. It feels 
like a secret code that's almost impossible to solve. And online 
interpretations sound glib and flat, just skimming the surface of what's 
truly you. And yet the luring promise of the chart is to understand yourself 
in all your aspects. This mysterious circle on paper locks together with 
celestial wheels to form the machinery of your personal universe. Grab a 
wrench and let's tinker with these gears until we understand what makes 
them -- and you -- tick! 

What Makes You Tick? 
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There are so many things to discover under the vast 
astrological sky. It can seem overwhelming to get 
started. And the possibility of learning everything feels 
out of reach. So why start?  

Guess what -- you can understand so much about 
yourself, your family, and your friends, that it’s 
completely rewarding to learn even just the basics of 
astrology. 

The Big Sky of Astrology 
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Where should I start? 

Well, that depends on who you ask! It also depends on what you ask. Astrology 
is a way of answering questions, of providing perspective. So what you see 
depends on where you look. And where you look depends on what you want to 
know.  

So what can astrology tell us? 

 It tells us about ourselves, our personality, our way of being, our way of 
navigating — both the world we live in as well as our inner planes.  

 It shows us our strengths and challenges. 

 It describes different areas of life and reflects back to us how we manage 
each of those areas. 

 It shows us what cycles are important for us, what’s affecting us now or 
coming up for us. It lets us know what parts of ourselves or areas of life will 
be activated, when, and for how long. 

 It illustrates how we interact with others. 

And a whole lot more! But that’s enough to get us started. 

For the purpose of this short workshop, we’re going to look at the chart in 
order to answer the question, “Who am I?” 

Where to Start? 

“Who am I?” 
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Astrology is a symbolic language that 
reveals who we are, where we’re going, 
and what we’ll meet along the way. Its 
permutations are infinite. But it all starts 
with the most basic of building blocks. 

1 - The Unity 

2 - The Polarity 

3 - The Modes 

4 - The Elements 

7 - The Traditional Planets 

These 17 symbols tell you everything 
you need to know. 

All You Need 
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17 Symbols 
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The Single Unity 

You have one chart and it describes one person -- YOU! You are one big ball of 
complications and contradictions. So you’d expect your chart to show that right? Of 
course! That’s obvious when you look at a person, but when you look at a chart it’s 
easy to forget that all this garble is actually about ONE being. If you get caught 
up in the contradictions you’ll lose sight of the ONE that is YOU. All contradictions 

resolve into unity.  

The Unity is the whole of you. 

Unity 
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The Two Polarities 

Well, let’s just dig right into those contradictions. You might describe a big contrast 
as “opposite as night and day.” We call those polarities. Up and down are 
polarities. Left and right are polarities. Inner and outer are polarities. We’ll lump 
these together under the headings Yang and Yin. Astrology compares the earth to 

the heavens. So it makes sense that it all breaks down into opposites. 

Instead of Yang and Yin, we used to say masculine and feminine, but that’s just not 
cool anymore. Regardless of the words, it’s important to remember that these 
qualities are universal to everyone. And all of us in all our beautiful diversity 

promise to express these polarities differently, and to greater and lesser degrees.  

Because out of the Yin and the Yang come the ten thousand things. 

Polarity shows how you’re bright as day, cool as night,  

and reveals all your attractive opposites. 

Polarity 
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The Ascendant/Descendant Pole 

The Ascendant/Descendant (AC/DC) line marks the horizon. The AC is the east, where the Sun and other 
planets rise, and the DC is the west, where they set. The top of the chart is above the horizon — where things 
can be seen. The bottom half of the chart is what’s below the horizon — out of sight. We call the Ascendant 

and Descendant “points” on the chart.  

How many planets do you have above the horizon? Below the  horizon? Planets above the horizon are out and 
about, to the point, and ready for their close-up. Planets below the horizon are curled up cozy at home. 

They’ve closed the door to the world and sunk deep in their dreams.  

How do your planets stack up? What does it say about you? 

Day... 

...and Night 
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The Midheaven/IC Pole 

The Medium Coeli (MC) and Imum Coeli (IC) are the middle of the sky and the bottom of the sky — the high 
noon point (MC) and the midnight point (IC) of the chart. The MC is usually called the midheaven. Like the AC 

and DC, we call the MC and IC “points” on the chart.  

The left hand side of the chart is the path of rising — from the bottom, Midnight (IC), ascending up to Noon 
(MC). You could say that something on the left hand side of the chart is coming into its power, getting better, 
coming into its own. It’s waxing or growing. It is outward directed, building. This also represents what’s closer to 

the Self.  

The right hand side of the chart is the path of setting — from the top, Noon (MC), descending down to Midnight 
(IC). Things on the right hand side of the chart are waning or decreasing. They are turning inward, 

deconstructing. Releasing and transitioning. The right side also shows what’s closer to the Other.  

How many planets do you have on the left? On the right? What does this say about you?  

Left... 

...and Right 
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The Three Modes 

Remember Sesame Street? Every story needs a beginning, middle and end. 
Actually, Aristotle said that, but chances are you learned it first on Sesame Street. 
The Beginning is where it starts. The End is where it finishes. The Middle is where it 
tries to go on and on and avoid reaching an end. It’s Middle’s job to handle 

everything in between the beginning and the end.  

The three modes are like the parts of the story. The Cardinal mode is the 
beginning; it loves to kick things off. Meanwhile, the Fixed mode is the middle. 
Fixed holds things in place. Fixed’s only goal is to endure. And eventually the 
Mutable mode transitions from one to the other. It brings the reign of Fixed to an 

end and clears the way for Cardinal to start the next story. 

The Modes tell you how you jump in, hold tight, and let go. 

The Modes 
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What planets 
can help 

you to 
begin, 

hold, 
end? 

Using the “C-F-M” table on 
your chart, note if you’re 

evenly split between 
Cardinal, Fixed, and 

Mutable, or if one or 
two modes dominate.  Cardinal 

Mutable 

Do you have more help 
starting (Cardinal), 

maintaining (Fixed), 
or finishing 

(Mutable)? What 
weaknesses 

show up? Fixed 
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The Four Elements 

Fire sparks, air lifts, water flows, and earth supports. The four classical elements are 
not so much flames, wind, sea, and land. Rather, they are the ideas that underlie 
these things, their essence. The Four Elements are the abstract ingredients that mix 
to form everything. Fire gives warmth, light, and energy. Air offers buoyancy, cheer, 
and levity. Water rises and recedes, mixes and dissolves. Earth solidifies, structures, 
and completes. These qualities blend in various proportions in the chart, describing 

our inherent nature. 

The Four Elements show your layers from light and bright  

down to your deepest gravitas. 

The Elements 
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Cold, dry, contractive 
Sinks and contracts 

Stability 

Fire 
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Earth 

Air 

Water 

Hot, dry, expansive 
Rises and expands 

Energy 

Hot, wet, expansive 
Spreads outwards 

Adaptability 

Cold, wet, contractive 
Pools and follows existing channels 

Fluidity 
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The Cross of the Elements 

Fire 

Wet 

Hot 

Cold 

Dry Ea
rth 

Water 

A
ir
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Following the F-A-E-W on the table, 
notice the balance of the elements in 
your chart. Do some elements have a 
higher representation? What elements  
are you weak in or missing? What’s 
strongest for you: Energy, Adapt-
ability, Fluidity, or Stability? Is 
there a quality you need to 
supplement externally?  
Fire is will, air is 
words. Water is 
how you feel. 
Earth is when 
you put 
your foot 
down. 

Fire 

Ea
rth 

Water 

A
ir
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Elements Exercise 
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The Seven Planets 

The planets are the different parts of us. They define how we think, feel, love, and 
fight. They show us how we step up and what holds us back. They indicate our core 
self, and all the layers that mask, drape, decorate, accessorize, and support it. They 
are the stock characters whose dramatic interactions flesh out our unique 

personality.  

The Seven Planets are the different characters you play in life. 

The Planets 
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Image Planet Part of You Qualities Archtype 

 

The Moon The Emotions How we feel; our private self 
The Mother,  
The Child 

 

Mercury The Mind How we think, speak, learn  The Messenger 

 

Venus Pleasure and Love 
How we get together, what we 

attract or agree with  
The Lover 

 

The Sun The Self 
Our core self,  

our most basic nature 
The Hero 

 

Mars Passion and Spirit 
What rouses us and riles us, 

what we fight or oppose  
The Fighter 

 

Jupiter 
Expansion and 

Growth 

How we expand ourselves, our 
minds, our horizons; our 
generosity; our authority  

The Leader,  
The Priest 

 

Saturn 
Strictness and 

limitations 
How we set boundaries, dig in 
our heels, discipline ourselves  

The Old Man, 
The Father 

Dramatis Personae 
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Unity Integration, harmony, interaction, balance 

Polarity - Yang/Day Outward, conscious, seen, objective, giving 

Polarity - Yin/Night Inner, subconscious, hidden, subjective, receiving 

Element - Fire Energy, will, determination, desire, passion, excitement, adventure, 
exercise, athleticism, competition, exploration, inspiration, fast 

Element - Air Adaptability, thoughts, words, ideas, beliefs, communication, 
speaking, writing, logic, reason, analysis, worry, curiosity 

Element - Water Fluidity, emotions, intuition, nurturance, pleasure, enjoyment, 
friendship, affection, dreams, empathy 

Element - Earth Stability, commitment, security, dependable, practical, physical, 
disciplined, structured, safe, slow 

Mode - Cardinal Beginning, starting, activating, initiating, generating, germinating 

Mode - Fixed Middle, maintaining, harnessing, resisting, cultivating, 
concentrating,  

Mode - Mutable End, finishing, evolving, mediating, adapting, distributing, 
accommodating 

Planet - Moon Emotion, intuition, reaction, internal, self-reflection, unconscious, 
soul, mother  

Planet - Mercury Communication, mental realm, writing, eloquence, quick 
movement, dexterity, adaptability, thief, trickster  

Planet - Venus Relationship, love, beauty, harmony, art, pleasure, aesthetics  

Planet - Sun Self, logic, action, external, self-awareness, ego  

Planet - Mars Action, desire, drive, ambition, power, energy, aggression, sexuality, 
initiative, courage, passion  

Planet - Jupiter Education, travel, expansion, success, excess, joviality, religion, 
leadership, generosity 

Planet - Saturn Limitation, structure, boundaries, time, completion, authority, 
endurance, diligence, discipline, hardship, austerity, solitude, father 

Keywords 
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Sign Glyph Polarity Mode Element Planet Title 

Aries a Yang Cardinal Fire Mars The Ram 

Taurus s Yin Fixed Earth Venus The Bull 

Gemini d Yang Mutable Air Mercury The Twins 

Cancer f Yin Cardinal Water Moon The Crab 

Leo g Yang Fixed Fire Sun The Lion 

Virgo h Yin Mutable Earth Mercury The Virgin 

Libra j Yang Cardinal Air Venus The Scales 

Scorpio k Yin Fixed Water Mars 
The 

Scorpion 

Sagittarius l Yang Mutable Fire Jupiter The Archer 

Capricorn v Yin Cardinal Earth Saturn 
The Sea-

Goat 

Aquarius x Yang Fixed Air Saturn 
The Water-

Bearer 

Pisces  c Yin Mutable Water Jupiter The Fishes 

The Signs 
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Sun, Moon, Ascendant 

The planet is the role. The sign is the setting. At the start of the play, the king might be on his 
throne in the castle. He feels in charge here. Later on, he might be outside in a storm. He’s still the 

king. But how does the setting affect him? How does he respond to his environment? 

The planet is a particular part of you. The sign is the environment that affects how this part acts. 

1. Sun—Self. Note which sign the Sun is in. This is the setting. To understand this setting, refer to 
the Signs chart. What mode is that sign? What element is that sign? What keywords can you 
apply? Putting it all together: What is the character? What setting are they in? How would 

the Self, the Hero, respond to that setting? 

2. Moon—Soul. The Moon is the Soul, our emotions, our private self. What sign is it in? How 

would this character respond to that environment? 

3. Ascendant— Mask. The Ascendant is how others see us, their first impression of us. It is the 
persona we put on to meet the world, like the Sun rising in the morning. What sign is the 
Ascendant in? In this case, we carry the stage setting with us. What setting do people step into 

when they first encounter us? 

Chart Exercise 1 
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Your Turn 

Sign Glyph Polarity Mode Element Planet Title 

Aries a Yang Cardinal Fire Mars The Ram 

Your Keywords: 

      

Taurus s Yin Fixed Earth Venus The Bull 

Your Keywords: 

      

Gemini d Yang Mutable Air Mercury The Twins 

Your Keywords: 

      

Cancer f Yin Cardinal Water Moon The Crab 

Your Keywords: 

      

Leo g Yang Fixed Fire Sun The Lion 

Your Keywords: 

      

Signs Exercise 

Meditate on the Glyph, Polarity, Mode, Element, Ruling Planet, and Title of 

each sign. Refer to the “Keywords” table for ideas. How do these 

different parts work together as a team? Jot down your conclusions. These 

are your unique, personalized keywords for the signs.  
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Sign Glyph Polarity Mode Element Planet Title 

Virgo h Yin Mutable Earth Mercury The Virgin 

Your Keywords: 

      

Libra j Yang Cardinal Air Venus The Scales 

Your Keywords: 

      

Scorpio k Yin Fixed Water Mars 
The 

Scorpion 

Your Keywords: 

      

Sagittarius l Yang Mutable Fire Jupiter The Archer 

Your Keywords: 

      

Capricorn v Yin Cardinal Earth Saturn 
The Sea-

Goat 

Your Keywords: 

      

Aquarius x Yang Fixed Air Saturn 
The Water-

Bearer 

Your Keywords: 

      

Pisces  c Yin Mutable Water Jupiter The Fishes 

Your Keywords: 
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The Ascendant, Ruler of the Ascendant, and Midheaven 

We already looked at the Ascendant and what sign it’s in. Now, referring to the Signs table, note 
which planet rules that sign. That planet is the chart ruler—it’s the conductor of the group. Its qualities 

influence how all the planets perform. It’s the one who guides your chart. 

What character guides your chart? What setting is that character in? How does that environment 

support or interfere with the way the ruling planet operates? 

The Ascendant is the ship, it’s ruler is the rudder, and the Midheaven is the destination. You could also 
say that the Ascendant is the type of vehicle you’re in, the Ruler of the Ascendant is how you drive it, 

and the Midheaven is where you’re going. 

1. The Ascendant—The Vehicle. The sign of the ascendant depicts the vehicle you drive. 

2. The Chart Ruler—How You Drive. The ruler of the ascendant is how you drive. How does the 

character and setting describe it? 

3. The Midheaven—Your Destination. The midheaven, or high noon point of the chart, is where you 

want to go. What does the sign of the midheaven tell us about our destination? 

Chart Exercise 2 
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The Aspects 
Conjunction q Ruled by the Sun. Identity, equation. 

Sextile t Ruled by Venus. Friendly, harmonious. 

Square r Ruled by Mars. Antagonistic, competitive. 

Trine e Ruled by Jupiter. Expansive, generous. 

Opposition w Ruled by Saturn. Pulling away, denying. 

Grand Trine 
Activates same element 

Grand Cross 
Activates same mode 

Grand Sextile 
Activates same polarity 

Kite 
Grand trine + bisextile 

T-Square 
Two squares + opposition 

Rectangle 
2 trines+2 sextiles+2 opps 

Examples of Aspect Patterns 
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Aspects Exercise 
Aspects and Aspect Patterns in the Chart 

You can never get a true understanding of a planet by itself. You can only understand it in relation to the 
chart as a whole. The best way to understand planets, the characters in your chart, is to see who they relate 
to. The aspects show you what other characters are in the scene with you, and how they are acting toward 

each other.  

Aspects describe how two planets or points interact in the chart. Aspects can be easy or difficult, soft or 
hard. Easy aspects are those ruled by Venus and Jupiter: the sextile and trine. Hard aspects are those that 
share the qualities of Mars and Saturn: the square and opposition. The conjunction, ruled by the Sun, can be 

either easy or hard! It’s powerful but not always easy to be the right-hand assistant to the main character.  

An aspect usually connects two positions on the chart. One or more planets or points together at one 
location, plus one or more planets or points together at another. The exception is a conjunction, which 

connects multiple planets or points at a single location.  

An aspect pattern or configuration is a grouping of aspects. It connects three or more positions on the chart.  

Looking at your chart, note any standout aspects or aspect configurations. What planets are involved? Are 
the planets linked via polarity, mode, or element? Referring to the Aspects table, what is the personality of 

the aspect based on the planet that governs it? Planets in aspect work together, for better or worse.  
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Unity in the Chart 
Finding the Unity of the Chart 

Now that we’ve taken the chart apart to see how it works, let’s put it back together 
again. What themes and repetitions do you see? These are important! When 
information is reiterated from several different viewpoints, it’s like all the witnesses 
at the scene of the crime saying the same thing. Astrologers sometimes use the “Rule 

of Three.” If you see something expressed three times in the chart, it’s probably true! 

But we’re not only looking for agreement. It’s hard to see things clearly when you’re 
surrounded by yes-men! We want to know who the dissenters are and what they 
have to say. Note the biggest contradictions you see. Here’s your chance to find the 
deepest truth in the chart! Both sides of the contradiction are true, and they make up 
you. Work to understand each side of the equation separately, and then discover 
how they work together. Integrate contradictions rather than trying to give 
preferential treatment to one or the other. Contradictions are fuzzy focus. Resolving 

contradictions brings the whole of you into focus. 
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Summary 
First Steps with an Astrology Chart 

1. Polarity– Up and Down, or Day and Night. What’s above? What’s below? Note if the Sun is above 

the horizon (day chart) or below (night chart). Note if any planet or point is near the MC or IC. 

2. Polarity– Left and Right, or Rising and Setting. What’s coming into being? What’s heading out? 

Note if anything is on the AC or DC. 

3. 3 Modes– C– F– M. What’s in abundance? What’s lacking? 

4. 4 Elements– F– A– E– W. What’s the balance for your energy, adaptability, fluidity, and stability? 

5. Planets– Part 1. Next we look at the Sun, Moon, and Ascendant. These are the primary markers of 
the polarities in the chart. We can also look at what mode and element they’re in. Are they near 
any other planets? The Sun, Moon, and Ascendant are the most important features of the chart. 

They express the basis of your personality, your Self, Soul, and Mask. 

6. Planets– Part 2. The Ruler of the Ascendant. Note what sign the Ascendant is in. Referring to the 
Signs table, note which planet rules that sign. That planet is the chart ruler—it’s the conductor of the 

group. Its qualities influence how the rest of the planets perform.  

7. Polarity– MC. The Ascendant, Ruler of the Ascendant, and Midheaven. The Ascendant is the ship, it’s 
ruler is the rudder, and the Midheaven is the destination. In other words, the Ascendant is the type 
of vehicle you’re in, the Ruler of the Ascendant is how you drive it, and the Midheaven is where 

you’re going. 

8. Planets– Aspects. Note any standout aspect configurations. What planets are involved? Are the 
planets linked via polarity, mode, or element? What is the personality of the aspect based on the 
planet that governs it, from the Aspects table. Planets that are linked via aspect work together, for 

better or worse.  

9. Unity– Repetitions. Note the themes and repetitions you see. These are important! When information 
is reiterated from several different viewpoints, it’s like all the witnesses at the scene of the crime 

saying the same thing. Chances are it’s extra important. 

10.  Unity– Contradictions. Note the biggest contradictions you see. Here’s your chance to find the 
deepest truth in the chart! Both sides of the contradiction are true, and they make up you. Work to 
understand each side of the equation separately, and then discover how they work together. 
Integrate contradictions rather than trying to give preferential treatment to one or the other. 

Contradictions are fuzzy focus. Resolving contradictions brings the whole of you into focus. 
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Have you found complications, difficulties, or frustrations indicated in your chart? Planets that 
are out-of-line, transits like rude neighbors, or core aspects of yourself that are taking too long 
to find themselves? I have exactly what you need! 

The Empyrean Key method integrates the intuitive communication of the tarot with the 
astrological blueprint of your life purpose to create personalized spiritual practices aimed at 
evolutionary transformation. The Empyrean Key method has been called "almost indescribable 
in its effectiveness for soul-exploration." 

Use the Empyrean Key process to: 

 translate insight into real changes in your life 

 discover your highest potential in your chart 

 create your own personal tools for transformation 

Formatted as a monthly, personalized handout, you’ll get a step-by-step, fill-in-the-blank process 
to learn your chart, see what transits will affect you for the month, and develop personalized 
techniques for remediating challenges and launching you into your higher self! 

More at EmpyreanKey.com or contact me at joy@joyvernon.com for the most current 
workshops and classes. 

Empyrean Key Monthly Course 
Understand, Integrate, and Remediate Your Transits Using Astrology, Tarot, and Ritual 
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Joy Vernon has been teaching symbolic correspondence systems for more 
than twenty-five years. Her specialty is esoteric tarot, which layers 
astrological and qabalistic symbolism onto the traditional tarot structure. Joy 
works as a tarot reader, astrologer, and teacher in Burien, Washington. Over 
the past ten years, Joy has published more than 250 free articles on tarot, 
astrology, qabalah, Reiki, and meditation on her blog Completely Joyous 
(http://joyvernon.com/blog/). Schedule a reading to see her philosophies in 
action (http://joyvernon.com/).  
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